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User Manual

Remarks: 
Take out the device and open the battery cover from the back. Remove 
the USB dongle, plug it into the USB interface of the host, and turn the 
toggle switch to“ON". The top green indicator light“ ”is on,it works normally.

Safety Matters
To avoid personal injury or equipment damaged, the operator must refer 
to the explanations in this User's Manual.
Battery
There is a rechargeable lithium-ion battery in this device. Don't wet this 
device, or put it in a humid environment for a long time or the device 
will be damaged.
Turn off this device on planes
This Electronic wireless product can interfere with the communications 
systems of planes. Please turn it off before boarding.
Shut down the product when close to dangerous goods
Please turn off  the device when entering a place where gas, fuel, 
chemical agents and otherhazardous materials are produced and stored.
Attention to traffic safety
(CAR PC): Do not use the device while driving. 
Interference
All wireless devices may be subject to interference, thus affecting the 
performance of this product.
Accessories
Only use the factory specified parts. Please use the travel charging 
cable which supplied in the package. The use of other charging 
devices may be dangerous.

This is a wonderful 2.4GHz Mini Wireless QWERTY combo keyboard with 
TouchPad and USB interface adapter.
It is designed for the lecturer, sales manager, presenter and home user. Easy 
to make a presentation and operate PC wirelessly within 10 meters. Change 
slides and screen options, write on the screen, emphasize words and objects 
just by using this wireless Mini Keyboard with TouchPad. For people who want 
to watch internet TV play on their standard tv, via broadband and a PC, like 
NBC, ABC, FOX and IPTV, Android TV Box, if you use this wireless mini combo, 
you can sit in a comfortable chair and select viewing pleasures without walking 
to computer to change channels or scroll through options.

Product Introduction
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Tips:
This type of keyboard has adopted the international standard
(QWERTY), so it can not compatible all equipment.
When met incompatible situation, please try to install the app 
"External keyboard help demo" on your equipment and set this 
keyboard as the main keyboard with the Italian language.

Led Indicators/ System Compatibility Working Time/ Product Specifications

been fully charged. Overcharging the battery will shorten the life span of 
the battery.
3. Do not expose the device in extreme heat or cold. Extreme 
temperatures will shorten the life span of the battery.
4. Use only a damp cloth with mild soap to clean the exterior of the device. 
Solvents and other cleaning agents may cause damage to the device.

Introduction

Touchpad
The touchpad supports multi-finger functions. 
A single finger click designed as left mouse function; Two-finger click 
designed as the right mouse function; Double fingers drag design as the 
rolling screen. Easily browse the internet and play games.
NOTE: It also has physical buttons for operating these three functions.
Connecting the Receiver
Slide the receiver out from the back of the keyboard, and insert to the 
devices which with a standard USB interface. Once connected, slide the 
power switch to the""ON"" position which located on the left side of the 
unit to establish the connection.
Auto Sleep and Wake Feature
The keyboard also is designed with an auto-sleep and auto-wake mode. 
The keyboard will automatically turn on the sleep mode after 1 minutes 
of inactivity. During the sleep mode, the user can wake the keyboard up 
by pressing any key, and the 2.4GHz receiver and keyboard's RF 
indicator will continue to flash.
Switching off the Keyboard after Use
After you're finished using it, please push the switch to the OFF position, 
which will turn off the power of the keyboard to save power. The USB 
receiver should be plugged out from the PC and then inserted back into 
the keyboard, so it is being kept safe.
Charging the Battery(Removable lithium battery BL-5C)
1. The device is equipped with a built-in lithium-ion battery. Please use 
only approved data lines and chargers.
2. Fully charge the keyboard before operating it for the first time. This 
device can be used when charging, but will extend the charging time;
3. When the battery is low, the low-voltage light will flash to warn the user. 
And the unit will automatically turn off if the battery has been depleted.

Maintenance
1. Do not attempt to disassemble the device or replace the rechargeable 
battery, otherwise will void the warranty.The battery will discharge if 
stored for a long period of time without usage.
2. Use the specified charger. Disconnect the device after the battery has 

Product List

Following are troubleshooting scenarios for the device. If it is not able to 
solve any problems of the device, please contact the tech support from 
the seller.

- We have two modules of this mini keyboard If you bought the backlight 

edition.

- It is a handheld keyboard with backlight which helps a lot when using in 

poor lighting environments.

- Press the"Fn" and "       ”at the same time, you can control the 

backlight function turned on and off.

Colorful Version

- We have 3 modules of this mini keyboard if you bought the colourful 

edition. It is a handheld keyboard with colourful backlight.

Mode 1- Press the "Fn" and "       "  repeatedly

Function

+ +
ON/OFF Backlight(Three-level 
backlight brightness adjustment)

One button to turn 
on white backlight

Colorful backlight switch

Three-level mouse speed 
adjustment (DPI: 200-350-500)

More backlight colors adjustment

| |

Mode 2- Press the “Fn” and “      ” to open white colour backlight mode.

Mode 3- Press the “Fn” and “        ” repeatedly to switch 7 colors modes 

and Auto-changing backlight mode.

- In all backlight modes, pressing ""Fn"" and another finger sliding from 

left to right on the touchpad can change color of the backlight.

Back  Page

Back  Page

+ 

Alt+F4

Alt+F4(Close the current window）

F5(Refresh）

Back Page(Back to previous page）or

A. ON/OFF the backlight

B. Adjust the backlight brightness during 3 levels.

Switch to 2.4G mode

Switch to Bluetooth mode


